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Introduction
Ape King is a decentralized utility-oriented project that aims to bring crypto adoption to the
mainstream. Our main products include, DEX Aggregator and Cross-Chain Bridge, Crypto
Wallet, Crypto Games, Nft Marketplace, Staking, Investment DAO and Launchpad. Ape
King also offers a hyper-deflationary token in order to fix the problems with traditional finance
above anything else which will provide long-term and in-numerable advantages to both investors
and project.
Unlike Monetary inflation in traditional finance, Ape King native token uses a burning mechanism
where with every transaction, $APK uses it's smart contract where a portion of the tokens will be
burned automatically. So when there is more transactions, the more tokens the contract burns,
and vice versa increasing the value of each tokens and decreasing the total supply.

Benefits in Long-term
$APK tokens will have more benefits in the cryptocurrency market to both investors and project in
long-term. Ape King further offers a utility through it's native token that can solve the real-world
problems.
1. Growing token's Value
As per the fundamental of economics and law of supply and demand, an increase in total supply
and further miniting function can cause a drop in demand. When there is miniting functionality in
the smart contract, it is like printing more money as like in traditional finance. So $APK token has a
fixed supply of 100 Billion with no minting functionality and further implemented with Buyback and
burn mechanism to reduce the market supply that can increase the scarcity and raise the demand.
This will increase the value of the coin, in the long run.
2. Passive Income and Revenue Model
Owning cryptocurrency is like owning a share of internet Protocols in Web3. Think about the few
companies (like google, microsoft, netscape etc.) in the 1990s who are controlling the internet
today and few tech investors of that time who got all the early benefits becoming an early birds.
Now it's important for us to make a new revolution, enter as quick as possible and get incentivize
for holding a share of internet in the long term. New revenue streams, increased yields, and
passive income are enabled by the $APK reward systems. Our smart contract has a reflection
model to incentivize every holders proportionally. Our reward mechanism distribute a percentage
of every transaction back to our holders.
For all the early holders and adopters of $APK, there is 2% USDT reward model which will
automatically redistributed to our token holders without having to move any money, sign up to any
staking pool, browsing external web interface, deposit any transaction fees to claim, check their
crypto wallet or even the holders doesn't have any crypto knowledge at all. This model is designed
to help you earn passively even if you are a beginner. Our reflection mechanism uses smart
contract that automatically distribute $USDT across holders’ wallets through the use of blockchain
technology that makes the process instant, transparent, and publicly audited.
Due to this, our tokens have an intrinsic value and are designed to encourage a ‘hold and earn’
approach, thereby reducing selling pressure. This model also prevents whales from easily
manipulating and exploiting the value because of our token supply model, burning mechanism and
our reflection token mechanics.
As of now, we are currently opening staking pool to reward our token holders, so reflection reward
is currenty inactive.
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3. BuyBack & Burn Strategy
We truly believe that success depends on it's tokenomics and utility. Although we have a automatic
burning mechanism to burn the tokens automatically, still "Buy Back and Burn" strategy is
implemented to keep the balance of token supply and demand in the market. Most of the
cryptocurrency in the market fail because of unsold and unnecessary token supply in circulation.
Every transaction is taxed from which 1% will be transferred to our ApeKing's treasury vault. When
unsold and extra tokens get circulated in the market, treasury funds will be used to buy back the
tokens from the liquidity pool and burn it instantly.

4. Stake to Earn
Ape King uses proof-of-stake model to incentivize APK token and LP token stakers. Our staking
model is designed in two ways.
APK/APK Staking - 50% APY
LP-Cake/APK Staking - 500% APY
APK STAKING FOR HOLDERS
Ape King provides a staking pool to it's holders to gain 50% APY on every staked APK tokens. For
example: If APK holders stake their APK tokens in the staking pool, they will be rewarded with more APK
tokens. The total amount of APK can be staked and unstaked at anytime without any penalty. The
current APK staking pool generates 50% APY and can be collected every 15 days. However, the
reward is counted every single minutes.
Currently, the minimum amount of tokens to stake is 10,000 $APK and there is no any max limit.
Further, our staking dashboard is completely decentralize and automatic, and it's doesn't come
with any guarantee or warranty.
LP STAKING FOR LIQUIDITY PROVIDERS
Ape King provides another staking pool to it's Liquidity Providers to gain massive 500% APY on
every staked LP-Cake tokens.
For example: If LP holders stake their LP tokens in the staking pool, they will be rewarded with massive
amount of APK tokens after the maturity period.
In order to stake LP tokens in the staking pool, investors have to provide their APK tokens and BNB
to the Liquidity Pool on Pancakeswap then receive LP-CAKE tokens to further stake in APK LP
staking pool. - Check tutorial here. stake.apeking.org/stakes/stake-lp-tokens
The total amount of LP tokens can be staked and unstaked at anytime without any penalty. The
current LP staking pool generates 500% APY and can be collected every 15 days. However, the
reward is counted every single minutes.
Currently, the minimum amount of tokens to stake is 10 LP-Cake and there is no any max limit.
Further, our staking dashboard is completely decentralize and automatic, and it's doesn't come
with any guarantee or warranty.
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5. Automated Liquidity Acquisition
Liquidity is one of the crucial part in any trading environment. Liquidity pools enable users to buy
and sell crypto on decentralized exchanges and othe varied DeFi platforms without the need for
third-party authorities or centralized market makers.
In traditional finance, market makers have been used to provide a service for buyers and sellers to
fill buy and sell orders on traditional order book exchanges and reduce market volatility caused by
large orders.
Just like traditional market makers are incentivize for providing their service in traditional finance,
proper incentives for adding liquidity in liquidity pool are a crucial factor in any decentralized
environment. The issue with decentralized liquidity pools is that they lose their incentive to add
new tokens into the pool due to the impermanent loss caused by arbitrage.
Through our smart contract, a platform can take advantage of market activity from various swap
and transfer transactions. We have implemented swap&liquify function that can be used to capture
a portion of the swap and transfer transactions adding liquidity in L Pool.
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“_swapAndLiquify”. The portion of the fee that the platform charges for each swap and transfer
transaction can then be kept in a separate pool within the contract. After the token count reaches a
certain threshold, the remaining 1% can be transferred to the liquidity pool. The contract then
manages the liquidity pool as it is sold and paired with the other assets on the platform. This
eliminates the users' risk of experiencing any impermanent loss and higher price impact. Large
liquidity pools can help decrease the impact of the swap on the overall supply. As the token
matures, this function can be attributed to the increasing market stability.
Note: LP Acquisition is currently inactive to decrease the overall tax rate.
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6. Automatic Burn Mechanism
With every transaction, APK smart contract buys a portion of tokens and burn every time by
transferring to dead wallet from circulation permanently so that everyone can see the details of the
transaction. This feature can help improve transparency and prevent manipulation. The goal of this
mechanism is to establish a baseline burn rate that takes into account the various factors that
affect the value of a token, such as its reflection rate, quantity, and market volume.
One of the most important factors that will affect our calculations is the increasing scarcity of
tokens. This will result in a significant increase in the number of tokens that are absorbed into the
burn address. It is also expected that these factors will have synergistic effects on the burn rate.

Why BNB Chain Network?
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was developed as a means of utilizing solidity-based smart contracts
with much greater speed and efficiency than other. Due to the low fees and fast swap rates, the
Binance Smart Chain has become one of the most popular platforms for decentralized finance. It
has been regarded as one of the most stable and secure networks for decentralized transactions. It
is powered by a token protocol known as BEP-20. Our main goal is to provide a better world by
increasing the freedom of money globally, so BNB chain is our first choice that can help us
overcome our mission to the moon.
With the emergence of the BNB Smart Chain, it is expected that it will eventually overtake other
chain as the most popular blockchain. Wouldn't that be something great?

Mission
Apeking was born on May 1, 2022 with the goal of being a decentralized meme project with a
purpose and true utility. The goal of the Apeking project is to create a utility-oriented product that
will bring crypto adoption to the mainstream. Through its various concepts, such as rewards, crypto
wallets, and decentralized exchanges, cross-chain bridge, NFT Marketplaces, Staking and
Investment DAO it aims to provide a better tool for the decentralize finance. The project has been
created with a serious mission to make our holders financially free and at the same time rescue
the endangered apes.
The main mission of the project is to help protect great apes and other primates from various
threats, like logging, palm oil production, mining and the illegal bushmeat and pet trade. The
project will be able to help save these apes from extinction, through the partnership with NGO and
voluntary organization.
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Tokenomics
One of the main factors that has contributed to the success of various blockchains is the concept
of tokenomics. This is a strategy that involves carefully designed incentives to buy and hold
cryptocurrencies for the long-term. Having an ecosystem around its token is also very important to
ensure that it can last. The concept of tokenomics is about the various incentives that a project
should have in order to attract and retain potential investors. This strategy can help boost the value
of a project by ensuring that the right incentives are delivered.
The main dev Christoshi has created a smart tokenomics that can profit investors in long term
and help the project's stability and growth.

Allocation & Distribution
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000 $APK

Development
15%

Listing
15%

Incentive Program
5%
Staking
15%

Strategic Partners
10%

Public Events
5%

Launch/LP
5%
Burn
10%

Team
10%

Staking : 15%
Listing: 15%
Team: 10%
Stealth Launch: 5%
Burn: 10%
Bounties/Airdrop: 10%
Public Events: 5%
Strategic Partner: 10%
Incentive Program: 5%
Development: 15%

Airdrop
10%

BUY/SELL Tax and Fees (6%)

1%
1%
Rewards
Buyback & Burn

3%
Marketing/Charity

Community Events 2%
BB & Burn: 1%
Charity/Marketing: 3%
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Vesting & Inflation
The $APK token doesn’t have any type of scheduled vesting or inflation. $APK smart contract
doesn't have any minting function to mint new tokens, instead it has automatic buyback and burn
mechanism to decrease existing tokens from total supply.
Utility
The $APK token’s use cases are:
Investment DAO
Peer to Peer Exchange.
$APK Tokens for ApeRaffle and Lottery Games (Every Week)
$APK for e-commerce, hospitality industry and online stores through CoinPayments.net
Integration.
$APK for Merchandise and NFT Marketplace.
Revenue Sharing
Community Weekly and Daily Contest
50% Staking Rewards/ 500% Lp Staking Rewards
Launch Investment DAO to invest in potential and trustworthy startups and share income and
dividends to stakers.
Research, bid auctions and invest in real world business and sharing it's revenue through
Investment DAO.
Revenue sharing from it's NFT marketplace, and Merchandise sale.
Our Products
Crypto Wallet and Portfolio Management (Web App/ Mobile App)
DEX with Aggregator
Staking/ Lp Staking
APK Explorer
NFT Marketplace
Crypto Lottery (Lotto Games)
Crypto Prediction
Investment DAO
Bsc/Eth LaunchPad
Launch Cross-Chain Bridge
ApkSwap V2
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Roadmap
Q3, 2022
Website launch
Whitepaper Published
2000+ Telegram members
1000+ Twitter Followers
Community Contest
Contract Deployment
NFT/ Opensea Listing
DEX/ Aggregator Launch

Q1, 2023
Twitter Promotion
Additional NFT Listings
Listing on CEX
Airdrop / Bounties Program
Influencer marketing push
Community Contest/Events
Launch Crypto Swap V2
Launch Crypto Wallet V2

Q4, 2022
Crypto Wallet Launch
Staking Dashboard
APK Txn Explorer
Stealth Launch
Pancakeswap Launch
Listing on Coingecko
Listing on Coinmarketcap
Certik Audit
Ads Campaign
CEX Listing

Q2, 2023
CEX Listing
Charity Events
Token Burn Events
150,000 holders
Launch Investment DAO
Launch NFT Marketplace
Merchandise and Online
Store
Launch Crypto Prediction

Q3, 2023
CEX Listing
300,000 Holders
Release Ape King Lottery Raffle Games
Add More NFT collection, and game for Ape King
Giveaway Tesla Model 3 to community.
Memes. Everywhere.
Huge Donation for Ape shelters in Tanzania
Launch Cross-Chain Bridge. (Ethereum/ Polygon)
Integrate $APK in CoinPayments.net for Shopify and E-commerce Stores

THANK YOU

Stay Updated
apeking.org

/apekingtoken

/MwBYuMUjUd

@apekingroyal

